Vetronics Market by Application, sub-systems, Military land vehicles, by Region - Forecasts & Analysis to 2014 - 2020

Description:

The global vehicle electronics (Vetronics) market offers a comprehensive analysis of the military Vetronics market across two applications namely defense and homeland security. This report provides both quantitative and qualitative analysis of both the applications across the Vetronics-systems such as C3 systems, navigation, observation and display systems, weapon control systems, sensor and control systems, vehicle protection systems, and power systems.

With a high demand for homeland security departments such as police, border security forces, and so on, the market is expected to increase substantially in the coming years. This report tracks and provides the key drivers, restraints, opportunities, and challenges which are impacting the growth of this market. Driven by the desire to have a network centric battlefield, the amount of electronics integrated into a military land vehicle has increased significantly. The market still has lots of research and development activities in process to come up with effective solutions for lightening the load integrated into the vehicles.

The global vehicle electronics (Vetronics) market research report provides an in-depth analysis of the Vetronics market on the basis of application, sub-systems, military land vehicles, and geographies. This report provides information about the current trends existing in the market along with the upcoming trends. It throws light on the drivers, restraints, challenges, and opportunities, which impacts the Vetronics market.

This report analyzes the market on the basis of application namely defense and homeland security. It also provides a detailed market size analysis of the Vetronics sub-systems namely C3 systems, navigation, observation and display systems, weapon control systems, sensor and control systems, vehicle protection systems, and power systems. The report also provides the market size of Vetronics sub-systems on the basis of various military land vehicles such as main battle tanks and armored vehicles.

The report also provides information on the key drivers, restraints, and challenges which are affecting the industry and the future opportunities in this Vetronics sector. A brief competitive assessment with respect to manufactures and country are performed in this report.

The regions considered for the report are North America, Latin America, Asia-Pacific, Europe, the Middle East, and the Rest of the World. The countries covered in this report are Australia, India, China, the U.S., Canada, Brazil, the U.K., France, Germany, Russia, Norway, Israel, and Saudi-Arabia.

The key market trends in this sector, the future technologies and clear depiction of how the defense budget cut are affecting this industry are mentioned in this report. It also briefly lays out the prime reasons behind the expected Vetronics growth in the global markets.
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